
Turf Grubs
(various species)

description:       
Grubs are larvae of insects such as Japanese beetles, June 
beetles and other species that feed on grass roots in soil. 
Eggs typically hatch in mid-to-late summer about two 
weeks after they are laid. Grubs begin to feed as soon as 
they hatch and burrow down to eight inches into the soil. 
The grubs feed on grass roots in the spring, then change 
into pupae that emerge as adult beetles in the summer. 

hosts:       
Most turfs are susceptible to grubs. Adult beetles of some 
species are commonly attracted to small shrubs and 
flowering plants such as roses and Japanese maple trees. 

biology and symptoms:     
Grubs are common in landscapes that have hosted 
beetles throughout the summer. Patches of dead grass are 
common indications of grubs. You may notice animals 
such as birds or raccoons digging in your yard, or patches 
of your lawn coming so loose you can peel pieces away 
from the soil. Your turf may also have a spongy texture 
before signs of decay appear.

management:      
Applying foliar insecticides to control adults may provide 
partial control. Soil applications of systemic insecticides 
offer a more effective control method. Avoid applications 
while bees and other pollinators are visiting flowering 
plants.  

figure a.   turf grub in soil
figure B.   damage to turf by turf grubs
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Trees are important! Consider saving this Tree Doctor Tip for future reference, or please recycle it.

The scientists at The Davey Institute laboratory and research facility support our arborists and technicians in diagnosing and 
prescribing based on the latest arboricultural science. For specific treatment and application details, your arborist may consult  
The Davey Institute PHC Handbook. 
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